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Abstract 
In This paper we compare two new optimization techniques combining Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing for feature 
subset selection on a platform of 5000 textures of 10 different Persian fonts to obtain an optimal or near-optimal feature subset 
with high accuracy in classification and speeding up the time that the algorithm will take to reach equilibrium.  This is the first 
paper to apply Simulated Annealing based optimization techniques to the problem of feature selection, especially in Persian Font 
Recognition. As a result of our researches, we found that two proposed algorithm, Genetic Annealing and Guided Evolutionary 
Simulated Annealing, can achieve better recognition rate with more decrease in number of features and Guided Evolutionary 
Simulated Annealing has less convergence time comparing with classic Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Annealing, because of 
several parallel Simulated Annealing chains.     
Keywords: Feature subset selection; Genetic Algorithm (GA); Guided Evolutionary Simulated Annealing (GESA); Persian Font Recognition; 
Simulated Annealing (SA) 
1. Introduction  
In areas of pattern recognition, features can be characterized as a way to distinguish one class of object from 
another. Many practical pattern classification tasks require learning of an appropriate classification function that 
assigns a given input pattern (typically represented by using a vector of feature values) to one of a set of classes [1]. 
Therefore it is so important to define meaningful features in planning to develop a good classifier; although it has 
been known that a general solution has not been found. 
 Unnecessary features increase the size of the search space and make generalization more difficult. This large 
dimensionality (each feature is a separate dimension) is a major obstacle in machine learning and data mining, 
Hence feature selection is an active area of research in pattern recognition [2], machine learning [3], data mining [4] 
and statistics [5]. The choice of features used for classification could have an impact on the accuracy of the 
classification function, the time required for classification, training data set requirements, implementation costs 
associated with the classification, constraints and interpretational issues imposed by the problem itself. 
As  can  be  seen  from the  above discussion,  the  issue  of  feature  subset  selection  in  automated  design  of  pattern  
classifiers is an important research issue. The feature subset selection problem refers to the task of identifying and 
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selecting a useful subset of features to be used to represent patterns from a larger set of often mutually redundant, 
possibly irrelevant, features with different associated measurement costs and/or risks [1].   
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:  in section. 2 we have an overview on feature selection approaches. 
In section. 3  we discuss about the feature selection for font recognition. Section. 4  includes our proposed 
algorithms. In section. 5  we describe our test platform and feature extraction approach. In section. 6  we report the 
experimental results followed by conclusions in section . 7.
2. Feature Selection and It's Approaches 
Feature selection methods search through the subsets of features and try to find the best one among the 
competing candidate subsets according to some evaluation function. However, this procedure is exhaustive as it tries 
to find only the best one and it may be too costly and practically prohibitive, even for a medium-sized feature set 
size. 
Feature subset selection can be classified into two categories based on whether or not feature selection is done 
independent of learning algorithm used to construct the classifier. If feature selection is done independent of the 
learning algorithm, the technique is said to follow a filter approach and otherwise is said to follow a wrapper 
approach [6]. 
Filter approach attempts to remove irrelevant features from feature set by score and ranking them Based on 
certain statistical criteria and then features with lowest ranking values are removed from feature set. Afterwards, 
remained subset of features is an input of the learning algorithm. As a result, feature selection is performed only 
once, and then different classifiers can be used.  
In wrapper approach, various subsets of features are generated, and then a specific classification is applied to 
evaluate accuracy of these subsets [7]. On the other hand, this approach involves the computational overhead of 
evaluating candidate feature subsets by executing a selected learning algorithm on the dataset represented using each 
feature subset under consideration. These methods include greedy wrapper methods and randomized/stochastic 
methods. The former, include SWR, forward and backward feature selection algorithms [8] [9], Greedy algorithms 
such as hill climbers and the best first search, Bayesian search methods like Bayesian variable selection, Gibbs 
sampling and the Bayes factor method which is a general method for multiple comparisons between a set of 
competing subsets. The latter includes the method for developing large scale problem combinatorial problems such 
as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Simulated 
Annealing (SA) [10] [11] [12]. 
3. Feature Selection For Font Recognition 
Optical Font Recognition and specially detecting the font style of the documents, is an important task in optical 
reading. Document characterization and classification, layout analysis of documents, multi-font Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) improvement, Document reproduction, document indexing and information retrieval are some 
typical domains take advantages of font recognition. 
Unlike the clear importance of font recognition, inappreciable researches include font recognition in English, 
Spanish, Korean, Japanese have been achieved. As well as, in Farsi font recognition fewer researches have been 
done.  
As for significance of font recognition, it can be found that extracting good features or selecting the best features 
in feature space can be effective in accelerating learning rate, reducing storage capacity and improving recognition 
accuracy.  As few researches in font recognition, more fewer researches have been proved on feature selection and 
optimization techniques in font recognition that some of them use statistical technique to find best sub set of features 
as in [13] and some use genetic algorithm to reduce features [14].  
Applying Simulated Annealing optimization techniques to the problem of feature selection in Persian font 
recognition, we proposed two new optimization techniques for feature selection. These new techniques combine two 
general optimization techniques, simulated annealing and Genetic algorithm to benefit both algorithms’ 
characteristics. Using genetic algorithm we search the population for best solution, globally and using simulated 
annealing we mutate each individual several times witch means search locally over special individual to find the 
best mutated format. 
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4. Feature selection by incorporating SA to GA: Proposed Algorithms Description 
4.1. GAA: Genetic Annealing Algorithm 
The performance of Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be improved by introducing more diversity amongst the 
chromosomes in the early stage of the solution process. This can be achieved by replacing fitter chromosomes by 
weaker child chromosomes in a limited way. To implement this, the probabilistic acceptance test technique of SA is 
adopted as the probabilistic replacement test and is incorporated into GA. In addition, the probabilistic replacement 
test is also employed to check whether a mutated chromosome should be included in a population. The resultant 
algorithm is here referred to as “Genetic Annealing Algorithm (GAA)” or “Hybrid SA/GA Algorithm” [15]. 
The overall steps of the algorithm match the steps as in GA and for Combining SA and GA we incorporate the 
SA  concept  in  the  mutation  phase  of  GA.  So,  at  the  beginning  of  the  algorithm,  it  generates  a  random  initial  
population of binary strings. Here we use Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for evaluating the accuracy of 
recognition as fitness function.  In each iteration of the algorithm, only for half number of population, we choose 
two parents for cross-over operation with the probability of cr  and then, mutate the acquired individuals of 
mutation phase with the probability of mu , separately. By using only half number of population, all individuals 
have the chance to be selected in each iteration. Mutation phase is the place we use SA to reach local maxima 
according to our problem scope. Here we do as the same in SA; by mutating the random selected bit/bits of input 
individual and evaluating acquired individuals we can select the best one by calculating the probability P .  If  the 
fitness of  mutated individual is greater than its parent's fitness, select it as best with the probability 1 else select it 
with the probability D! )exp( 21 yy , Where 1y  is the fitness of mutated individual, 2y  is  the  fitness  of  its  
















In each step of mutation phase we use the cooling temperature function as below: 
)()1/(1)1( kTtkT   (2)
Where, t  is the iteration number, )(kT  is current temperature and )1( kT  is next step temperature. In this 
way we can find the best features of a specific individual by mutating it iteratively and finding the features subset 
with maximum recognition rate. 
Finally, in each iteration of algorithm, we replace the resulted individuals set by previous step population set, see 
Fig 1. 
4.2. GESA: Guided Evolutionary Simulated Annealing 
In nature, evolution is mostly determined by natural selection caused by the competition among different 
individuals for the resources available. In this competition, the fittest individuals are more likely to survive and 
propagate their genetic material trough future generations [16].  
In this section, we advocate a new type of parallel and distributed processing approach to searching for optimal 
solutions. The new search technique is called “Guided Evolutionary Simulated Annealing (GESA)”. The GESA 
technique is certainly parallel, because many candidate solutions are evaluated parallel. It is distributed in the 
following sense: the search strategy depends not on the objective value of an individual candidate, but on the set of 
objective values of the entire population of solution candidates. That means, the search decision is distributed onto 
the entire population [17]. In this algorithm, there are two steps of competition and in each step to reach the best 
optimal solution, we benefit the simulated annealing for local search; first, the parent of each family are mutated  
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based on Simulated Annealing to address the related children and then related children of each family compete with 
each other to find the best child of family. Finally using the probability function P in Equation (1) the best child of 
each family competes with its parent to find the parent of next generation, see Fig 2. In second step competition, the 
best solution ever found in all families is compared with the Childs in all families to find children numbers of each 
family for next generation using the probability function P , see Fig 2. In each iteration, we use the cooling 
temperature function in Equation (2) to decrease a Global TemperatureT .
The second step means competition between all families of each generation (for more information we refer to 
[18]). In this approach we have several independent SA chain with a single global temperature. 
5. Data Set Description and Feature Extraction  
In this research we use the proposed dataset in [19] to evaluate our optimization techniques. This data set consists 
of 10 typical fonts in both regular and bold styles, with font sizes of 11-16 points.  
For experimental studies we use a feature extraction technique based on wavelet. Using a gridding approach we 
divide each texture of size 128*128 into 16 sub blocks of size 32*32 and combined wavelet energy and wavelet 
packet energy features of each sub block to obtain a feature vector of 368 features for each texture block. 
6. Experimental Results 
Several tests were performed to validate the optimization algorithms proposed in the project in Matlab7.7.0 on 
PC with core 2 duo 2.8 GHz CPU and 2 GB of RAM. 10 different types of fonts were chosen during the learning 
tests. We extract 368 features for each texture using the feature extraction approach discussed in section V, and then 
the two proposed feature selection methods were applied to feature sets. Finally, the length of selected feature 
vector, classifier performance and convergence time are considered for evaluating the proposed approaches. Table. 1 
shows the average results of three experiments of two proposed algorithms and classic GA. 
To test our algorithms, we set our variables in GAA as: population size=50, initial temperature=70000, mu =0.1 
and cr =0.9; We set our variables in GESA as: population size=5, initial temperature=70000 and initial child 
numbers for each family=10; And our variables in GA are set as: initial population size=50, mu =0.1, 
cr =0.5(knowing the results may change by varies in variable set). 
Fig. 1.Pseudocode for Genetic Annealing Algorithm
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7. Conclusion 
In this study we proposed two new optimization techniques for feature selection based on hybrid Simulated 
Annealing and Genetic Algorithm.  
Comparing the result of two algorithms on a platform of Persian Font Textures we found that the average 
convergence time for GESA is less than the GAA's convergence time; and it is especially because of several parallel 
SA chains in GESA. 
Comparing the accuracy of two algorithms shows GAA has high accuracy with more decrease in feature 
numbers. Compare with classic GA, GESA has less convergence time; both GESA and GAA have higher correction 
rate.  Both GAA and GESA increase the accuracy exponentially but the classic GA oscillates, see Fig. 3.










without FS 368 95.80% -
Fig. 2. Pseudocode for Guided Evolutionary Eimilated Annaeling 
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GA 171 89.70% 24.31
GAA 206 95.80% 44.49
GESA 181 92.73% 14.42
Fig 3. Convergence time by accuracy for GAA, GESA and GA 
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